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SOVTH OF THE BORDER 
.. 
Xavier Hosts Conference On Latins' Problems 
This is the timely problem the 
Xavier Institute of Hispanic Studies 
will take up this weekend in its 
second annual Confe.rence on Inter-
American Affairs beginning today 
at 5:30 p.m. in the· Armory and 
continuing Saturday through lunch-
eon. 
Against the background of flam-
ing headlines about anti-American 
disturbances in Cuba and Panama, 
experts from the fields of business, 
government and education will 
discuss the conference theme: 
"Venezuela, Colombia and Ecua-
dor: Their Peoples and Their Cul-
tures Today and Tomorrow." 
Dr. Edward J. Goodman, direc-
tor of the Hispanic Institute, has 
announced that special rates for 
students will be available. They 
are invited particularly to the 
panel discussions that will be held 
Saturday morning beginning at 
9:00 a.m. 
Dr. Jose Marla Chaves, a leading 
educator, lawyer, and diplomat in 
Colombia, will lead · the discussion 
that treats that nation's illiteracy 
problem. Colombia has been fight-
ing this major problem through the 
radio broadcasts of the "Cultural 
Popular Action" movement. The 
C.P.A. teaches such fundamentals 
as reading and writing by means 
o{ radio broadcasts, and thereby 
is able to contact thousands of 
Colombians who have no access to 
a school. 
This system of education, devel-
oped by Monsignor Jose L. Sal-
cedo, is now in its tenth year of 
operation, and already it has 
spread to several other South 
American nations. 
Dr. Chaves, in addition to serv- -
ing on the board of the "Popular 
Cultural Action" program, is one 
of the founders of the University 
of the Andes and served as its first 
dean. From 1953-1956 he was con-
nected with the Colombian Em-
bassy in Washington, D.C. 
Seniors Will Be Among Honored 
Guests For Communion Sunday 
The format for the Institute is 
set up so that the panel discussions 
will follow one of the three main 
topics: "Culture and Education," 
"Investment in National Develop-
ment," and "Commerce Policy." Xavier University seniors will 
be among the honored guests at 
the annual Universal Communion 
Sunday observance of the Xavier 
Alumni Association Sunday, De-
cember 6, at 10:30 a.m. in the 
Fieldhouse. 
The Very Rev. William J. 
Schmidt, S.J., provincial of the 
Chicago province of the Society of 
Jesus, will be celebrant of the 
Mass at which the Clef Club will 
furnish the music. 
BULLETIN 
Representatives froni "'the Jos-
ten Company will have class 
rings for the Class of '61 in 
South Hall "today at 1:30 p.m. 
The balance· due on the rings 
must be paid then. Balances can 
be paid by cash or check. 
Lawyers To Hear 
Fr. Bouscaren, S.J. 
The Rev. Timothy L. Bouscaren, 
S.J., returns to the Xavier campus 
tonight for a lecture and a "re-
union." Fr. Bouscaren, one· of the 
world's foremost canon lawyers, 
will address the Xavier University 
Natural Law Society tonight at 
8:00 p.m. in the Cash Room. 
Judge Robert Marx, a· debating 
teammate of Fr. Bousearen's, will 
introduce him. Judge Marx, after 
·whom the Marx Invitational De· 
bating Tournament is named, de· 
bated with Father while both were 
studying law at the University of 
Cincinnati. Mr. Murray Season-
good, student coach of that team, 
will also be on hand for the lecture 
and reunion. 
Rev. Timothy L. Bouscaren, S.J., 
procurator-general of the Society 
of Jesus, will be principal speaker 
at a breakfast that will follow the 
Mass in the Armory. 
The Cincinnati obser,vance is one 
of fifteen corporate gatherings of 
Xavier alumni throughout the east 
and midwest. The Universal Com-
munion is held each year on the 
Sunday closest the December 3 
feast day of St. Francis Xavier, 
patron of the university. 
Mr. Andres Uribe, a represen-
tative of the National Federation 
of Coffee Growers of Colombia, 
will lead the panel discussion on 
the role of coffee in South Ameri-
can economy. Mr. Uribe is a for-
mer coffee plantation operator in 
Colombia. His talk will be con-
·nected with the "Commerce Pol-
icy" topic and Dr. Chaves' discus-
sion is concerned with "Culture 
and Education." 
FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH 
· Grants Aid S11mmer Programs 
by Mike Markiewicz 
Xavier University has now his work with Dirac and Oppen-
received material aid fo-r. the heimer. Lectures will also be 
purpose of carrying out a varied· given by Rev. E~ward Bradley, 
and ambitious •program next S.J., and Rev. Albert H. Poetker, 
summer, both in the field of S.J., both of the Xavier physics de-
teaching and research. This partment. The institute will be 
-.material aid has come in the open to approximately 40 teach-
form of grants, which have been ers. It will be held from July 25 
awarded to two of Xavier's de- through September 2, and will be 
partments. catalogued Ph 173; "Physics, Key 
First the physics department, -. t? Our Age." The coursi: is de-
which has received a grant of signed ~o be a great service both 
$38,800 from the national science to physics teachers who have been 
foundation for the conducting of away from college for several years 
a six week summer institute in and recent teacher-graduates. 
the principles of physics for high Help has also come to the 
school teachers. This course will modern languages department, 
be divided into two parts: the in the form of a grant-in-aid 
basic laws of classical physics from the modern language as-
will be taught by Mr. John Hart, 
acting head of the Xavier physics sociation of America. The grant 
department, and modern physics has been received •by Dr. Bour-
will be taught by Dr. William 
Pong, assisant professor for the 
Xavier physics department. In 
addition to these morning lec-
tures, there will be afternoon 
workshops, with such guest lec-
turers as Dr Boris Podolsky, who 
has gained wide recognition for 
geois, chairman of the department, 
for research on the Catholic 
Austrian novelist, Enrica Von 
Handel-Mazetti. Dr. Bourgeois will 
carry on this research next sum-
mer in Austria, where the Handel-
Mazetti archive has been estab-
lished. 
Speaking Of Education ••. 
Cassius (Jerry Simon) persuades rel~ctant Brutus (Tony Schmidt). 
FIVE PERFORIJIANCES 
"J11lius Caesar" Opens. Dec. 10 
by J. Ward Doering, News Associate Editor 
Shakespeare returns to Xavier next week, with "Julius 
Caesar" featured. There will be at least five performances 
December 10-13, and another weekend will be scheduled if 
interest is high enough. 
Fr. Krolikowski, the producer 
and moderator of the Masque 
Society, said that students may re-
ceive free tickets with their ID 
cards until Wednesday, December 
9. After that the student rate will 
be 50 cents. Companion tickets are 
also 50 cents. 
The play will be presented in 
actual Roman garb, with the actors 
making their own armor. The 1'0-
level set was designed by Frank 
McCormick, a pilot for American 
Airlines, and executed by Tom 
Malone. The principle means of 
showing change of scenes will be 
the lighting, handled by Dom Ber-
nardi. Business manager Ed Mon-
tovani is in charge of publicity for 
the production. · 
otto Kvapil will direct the 
actors, several of them making 
their first appearance on the stage, 
through an uncut version of what 
may be Shakespeare's best known 
play. The leading characters are: 
Julius Caesar .... Reynold Frutkin 
Brutus ...................... Tony Schmidt 
Cassius ........................ Jerry Simon 
Mark Anthony ............ Jim Newell 
Casca .......................... Bob Simpson 
Cicero .............................. Ed Wottle 
Portia ............................ Mary Ader 
Calpurnia . .... . . .. . ... ... Dotty Christen 
Octavian ............................ Bill Vehr 
Decius . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. . Bob Theis 
Metellus .................... Tom Gressler 
Soothsayer .. . .. .. . ... ... Phyllis Toi wig 
Performances are scheduled for 
8:30, Thursday through Sunday 
evenings, and a matinee Saturday 
at 1 :30. Tickets are still available 
for every performance. 
Dick Gruber Fills 
Vacant Council Post 
Student Council can now boast 
full membership, with the addition 
. of Richard Gruber to the senior 
class officers. 
Dick was recently elected to fill 
. the post of secretary-treasurer of 
the senior class, filling a vacancy 
created when his predecessor 
dropped out of school. It was his 
first try for class office at Xavier. 
A 1956 grad of St. Xavier High 
School in Cincinnati, he played 
tackle on the varsity and worked 
on the school paper there. Here 
at Xavier he spent one year each 
in the · Chesterton Society and 
Sodality, and is riow a baritone in 
the Clef Club. 
A Political Science major, he 
hopes to graduate in January, 1961. 
He is not sure what he will do 
after graduation, but plans to go 
on for a Master's degree. 
For the last 31/2 years Dick has 
been an orderly at Good Samari-
tan Hospital, working in the psy-
chiatric ward. To fill in his spare 
time, last June he added another 
job, and now works in the adver-
tising department at Procter & 
Gamble. He is president of an in-
vestment club there. Fr. Bouscaren was here earlier but left to attend the dedication 
of the St. Louis University Vatican 
Library. He will remain at Xavier 
for a short time before traveling 
to the Jesuit Philosophate and 
Theologate in West Baden Springs, 
Indiana. 
Philosophy Head Relates Story: "Three -Days At Antioch" 
The Rev. Harker E. Tracy, S.J., 
Natural Law Society moderator, 
extended an invitation to all pre-
legal students, debaters, and any-
one interested in the legal field. 
Speecli Finals 
Semi-finals of the Dean's Speech 
Tournament will be held Monday, 
December 7, in the Speech Room 
In Selenee Hall. Ed Adams, chair· 
man of the toumament, reports 
that It will start at 11 :30 a.m. 
The topic this semester ls · 
"Evaluation of American Honest1.'' 
Finals will be held December H 
In the Cub Room. 
by Denny Doherty, 
NEWS Editor-In-Chief 
What would you think of a 
college program that put $50,000 
in the hands of an outstanding 
student and told him to make out 
the college activity budget for 
the coming year, that operates 
completely on an honor system, 
that holds one of the highest 
ratings in the United States for 
receiving ·graduate scholarships, 
and who would hold the funda-
mental epistemological position 
that you can't find truth? It 
sounds like an ideal or a hoax. 
But it is neither; it is Antioch 
College in Yellow Springs, Ohio. 
I picked up quite a few inter-
esting ideas last week during a 
chat with the Rev. Stanley Till-
man, Chairman of the Xavier 
University Philosophy Depart-
ment. Fr. Tillman had just i·e-
turned from Antioch where he 
participated in th e college's 
:'1959-60 Lectures in Religion" 
series. 
On campus from Monday after-
noon, November 16, until Thurs-
day afternoon, November 10, Fr. 
Tillman gave two lectures, one 
on "The Dignity of the Human 
Person," the other on "Love, the 
Fulfillment of Personality." In 
between lectures Father spent 
every available moment in dis-
cussions with groups of students 
on topics which ranged from 
"theological dogmas to opinions 
on such transient topics . as stu-
dent dress." 
In the early nineteen twenties 
a prominent engineer from the 
Dayton area who had special 
theories of progressive education 
approached the board of trustees 
of Antioch College, which at that 
time was not a very energetic 
institution, and persuaded them 
to introduce these theories into 
the operation of the college. The 
result-a flourishing institution 
which is unique in educational 
procedures in the United States. 
The Antioch student body Is 
limited to eleven hundred students. 
Its administratlonal program Is one 
of a "democratic community" in 
which faculty, students, and fac-
ulty wives have a voice in gov· 
ernment and management. The 
College has a president and a 
board of trustees in order to com-
1>ly with the State charter. But 
immediately under the president 
elective committees handle the 
college affairs. According to an 
Antioch brochure, "College ls the 
place to leam the most essential 
principle of successful democracy." 
(Continued on Page 3, Column 2) 
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X.U. News Editorials 
Concerning Noise 
Although much ot the storm has died out (or should we 
say, "has been unplugged?"), the beach is still pocked with 
driftwood (or should we say, "indignant frowns and a juke 
box?"). 
This is the News' commenj on the recent installation of 
a juke box in So~th Hall. 
The idea of placing a music box in South Hall is good 
since the campus radio station cannot presently afford to pipe. 
in "Muzak." But what was bad about the idea was that there 
was little, if any, music on the records that came with the box. 
The students' protests are heartily endorsed by the News •. 
A survey of the indignant students-and they were not a few-
showed good reason for a protest. The typical answer ran 
thusly: "I have tried to co-operate with the new policies and 
to act like a mature, college man. In return we get high school 
noise. It was a real slap in the face." . 
The News joins with the Dean of Men in praising the 
student body for this maturely legitimate response. · 
But what about the juk~ box? The News wants-good music 
(and that is not necessarily classical) or no music at all. If we 
can't get good music, why clutter _up South Hall with the 
"Mother of Noise?" 
Commentary 
by Jerry Martin, News Mana1ln1 Editor 
............................... 
In view of the large amount 
of ire and pleasure concerning 
COMMENTARY, let me once 
again, with a bit more emphasis, 
state the purposes of this column. 
COMMENT ARY intends to con-
sider topics of national or inter-
national scope, with the aim of 
propagating interest and incitino 
discussion among the persons of 
Xavier. This is mv onl11 purpose 
. . . . I have no intention of . 
reflecting the views of others, 
nor of opposing them. Whether I 
do one or the other is immaterial. 
My desire is to present a rational 
view of a situation which ma11 
from some receive consideration. 
Controvers11 is incidental, neither 
avoided nor sought. Personal 
letters may be s-ent to 3727 Ledge-
wood Avenue, Cincinnati 7, Ohio. 
I will t1'1/ to amwer each. one. 
Rational letters to the editor 
are welcome, and, if possible, 
wm be printed. 
The roundelay this week has 
transferred from the quiz masters 
to the tax masters-rock'n'roll 
disc jockeys and their impressed 
friends. These men have been 
playing ·sound which is .probably 
rot-not all jockeys nor all rec-
ords, ·but a good part of each. 
Enough to raise citizens to justi-
fied anger. This has generically 
been going on since a younger 
generation learned of its own 
existence. 
Within the recent yesterday, 
this debris has been moved 
around. Most r'n'r spinners were 
playing rot: a few played rot for 
pay. On the sly. Wrong. Morally 
wrong. 
Oh? 
Because committees ne,eded 
copy to investigate, and news-
papers need investigations for 
copy, our metabolism should 
change? Will our teenagers be 
more corrupted by Rot-X-sub-
one than X-sub-two, which was 
tinged with several pieces of 
silver? . 
This is graft, some say; Nego. rt 
is pushing one brand of mon-
oxide in preference to another. 
There was no injustice done by 
the payoffs-none other than that 
done a hundred times before by 
honest r'n'r disc jockeys. The 
world of America has not become 
any filthier. 
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Letter .To 
The Editor 
"So What" Attitude 
To Fixed· Quiz Shows 
Wrong, Censurable 
To the Editor: 
The sophomore in Mr. Gerald 
Martin's column in the November 
13th News anent indignation con-
cerning .the need or lack of need 
for honesty in quiz shows, of.fered 
as his comment, "Oh, cut it out." 
Fortunately or unfortunately 
most Americans are not s9pho-
mores, and their attitudes are not 
so - sophisticated-nor so sopho-
moric. 
Mr. Martin lamented our na-
ivete: how can we be shocked 
by deeds done solely to . enter-
tajn? Surely we have mcire ser-
ious problems - many Russian, 
some teamsters, and enough sur-
plus Amercian grain to burst all 
the elevators in Russia and 
Teamster-land put together. If 
the public has been fooled •by the 
wise men of television, the News. 
column demands, so what?· 
.............................. 
Private 
. 
Line 
by Tom Cahill and Jack LeMoult 
' - . 
.............................. 
It was good to see that b9ld type headline on the 
ENQUIRER sports page of a few weeks ago which told of 
the standing ovation given to Coach Ed Doherty at a recent 
Alumni dinner. By coincidence, the article was placed next 
to a picture of UC students in the proce~s of hanging their 
coach in effigy. 
• • • 
Any friend·of Joe Albertz might receive a rather unusual 
Christmas gift this year. Joe has a slightly used pair of contact 
lenses that he intends to give that certain party on his list 
who has everything. 20-20 anyone? 
• • • 
Congratulations to Dick Gruber, newly elected secretary. 
treasurer of the Class of 1960; to Dr. and Mrs. Gendreau, proud 
parents of a baby girl; and to the recently appointed members 
of Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society. · 
• * * 
We heard that our column is very big at St. Mary Sem-
inary in Norwood. This comes as quite a surprise, a pleasant 
one, however. Here's wishing all the fellows up there good 
luck on their coming exams. · 
.............................. 
Tru1np Talk 
Perhaps the "so what?" is 
merely a reaction against muck-
raking. Mr. Martin is not alone 
if he is weary of sensationalism 
that ruins a few reputations when 
the sensationalists are incapable 
of analyzing and/or solving more 
universal ·problems. Many of us 
cannot lightly cast away the 
admiration we had for certain by John Rolfes 
contestants, especially the most · .............................. . 
prominent of them, who seemed Dean Russell Walker of the 
to be carrying on so brilliantly 
the academic tradition of his Evening College won his third 
brilliant family. He is not alone straight duplicate tournament on 
if he wants to condemn the sin, Nov. 22. Mrs. Walker was his 
forgive the sinner, and then drop . partner. Bill Kohler and Tom 
the matter. Groh won the East-West battle. 
Runners-up were Larry Warble, 
However, th e "so what?" Mike Maloney, Mr. Reiselman, • 
strongly implies that there was Mr. LaGrange, Dennis DeFord, 
no sin to be condemned. Dis- Alex MacGregor, Tom Maher, 
honesty is wrorig, it seems, only and John Dumbacher. 
when it robs our purses. on .. Nov. 15, the Bridge Club 
Perha·ps the only harm done, ·held elections. John Rolfes iS 
let us suppose with Mr. Mar· president; Jules Schreibeis is 
tin, was that our . psyches· were vice-president; and Terry O'Neill 
slapped. Perhaps no one lost any is ·secretary-treasurer. ' 
money becaus1;1 quiz shows were 
rigged· and many were enter- Several events have been 
tained. Then Mr. Martin is in planned by the Bridge Club for 
favor of lies-the basic matter the near future. On Dec. 13 a 
of quiz shows, as he and the rest · duplicate tournament will be 
of .the world have reluctantly held in the Cash Room. Special 
learned. It is interesting to note invitations for this event have 
that truth for the sake of truth been sent to Our Lady of Cin· 
is held so lightly in a Jesuit uni- cinnati College· and Mount St. · 
versity publication. Joseph College, 
pete in the National Intercolleg-
iate Bridge Tournament. This 
consists <>f a set of 16 par hands 
mailed to the person in charge 
of the local tournament. All 
players play all the harids and 
the resuts are mailed . to· Wash-
ington; Prizes will be awarded 
on 'both local and national leyels. 
The regular monthly tourna-
ments to be held in January, 
March, Ari!, and May will con-
stitute what is called a series. 
Prizes will be given as usual 
but individual scores will be 
kept in the form of ·percentages. 
At the end of the series scores 
will be totaled, and prizes will 
be awarded to the winner and 
runners-up. 
The tournament to be held in 
May will be a Master Point 
Tournament. The first· ·prize will 
be one full Master Point. Should 
be a good year for Xavier bridge 
fans. 1 believe that John/ Henry In February, Xavier will com-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Newman was accused of saying Quartet, and the· Art Farmer- his admitted goal is to duplicate 
that "truth for the sake of truth Benny Golson Sextet. the moods and cries of the human 
has never been a virtue of the 
Roman Catholic Church." He re-
plied by writing the Apologia Pro 
Vita Sua. Knowing how busy 
your columnist is in gathering 
experiences and opinions, I doubt 
that he will find time for a per-
sonal Apologia. Therefore I will 
try not to interpret his statements 
as ridiculing the need for abso-
lute truth. I will have to try very 
hard, lest I be told, "Oh, cut it 
out!" 
Sincerely, · 
. Thomas A. Kuhlm~n 
Music Stand 
by John Lopllon 
New York is a "something else" 
town. There's no place like it in 
the world. Where else could you 
go for a weekend to hear some 
jazz and not have time to hear 
Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Anita 
O'Day, Carmen MacRae, Jonah 
Jones, and lots of other top jazz 
artists? That's just what I did last 
weekend. ··. 
'lbe primar)' rea&Clll for the trip 
was to hear three nlW. ll'OllPI that 
were maklnc their flnt NeW York 
appearaaca-tbe AdderlJ Brotb· 
·en Quintet, tlle Omette Colemla 
The Adderly group, who were 
working at Birdland, features Jul-
ian "Cannonball" Adderly on alto 
and brother Nat on comet. Always 
an easy-going, but superbly skilled, 
musician, Cannonball has instilled 
a like spirit in the group. The rap-
port between the brothers makes 
this one of the best new groups of 
any year. 
The Farmer-Golson group calls 
itself the "Jazztet.'r With two of 
the best brass players in all of jazz 
in· trumpeter Farmer and trombon· 
ist ·curtis Fuller, the group is an 
ideal instrument for the composi-
tions of saxophonist Golson, who 
has to be the top writer-arranger 
in jazz. The soloist never just gets 
up and blows in the. "Jazztet"; the 
other two horns back him with 
riffs and counter-melodies. Far-
mer's intense, warm horn has 
never sounded better than in this 
setting. 
Ornette Coleman can also be 
described as "something else.'' I 
certainly have never heard jazz 
played as he plays it, Most of the 
musicians I talked to in New York 
were enthusiastic over Coleman's 
Quartet and some felt that he 
might start an entirely new trend 
in music. Coleman plays only 
tunes he has written himself, and 
voice. 
He uses a plastic sas; bis part: 
ner, Don Cherry, uses a "pocket 
trumpet" half normal size. 'lbe 
ensemble work of the group Is llke 
nothing else In the· world; sevenl 
times in an evening's Ustenin&' it 
was bauntlnl enourht to send 
chills up my spine. I don't know 
what Coleman's future is 1oinc ~ 
be, but l'JI bet he'll either become 
the new leader in jazz or fade from 
sight. 'lbere Is · nothlnr halfway 
about this yolin&' man • 
PLATTER PJCK8-
"Tomorrow is the Question" is 
a new Contemporary album by-the 
Omette Coleman group. It's a good 
example of the radical style of the 
quartet-though Coleman's regular 
drummer and bassist are replaced 
by Shelby -Manne and Perry 
Heath. Coleman and Don Cherry 
are in fine fettle. 
Columbia has several good new 
lp's. "Really Living" is the best 
album the J. J. Johnson group has 
ever done. "Jazz Tracks" is back· 
ground music to a French movie as 
·done by Miles Davis. And '••pretty 
Jazz" is· an excellent commercial 
album, where trumpeter Joe Wildu 
sacrifices · none of his musical 
integrity to produce, as the title 
says, pretty jazz. 
' 
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College Placement 
Recruiti~g _Lists 
Mutual Obligations 
-~ ellow . Spring's Anti~ch Recognized As Humanist Hub 
(Continued from page 1) Rape? Yes. Why? Because it's other issues of that year .. The surprising that there is no chance 
Editor's Note: The following 
article is reprinted from "News 
Service." 
Students and faculty alike sit upon cruel. bound periodicals are shelved in an of an objective moral code. Liber-
110me of the most Important eom- ' The Idea of a democratic com- area adjacent to the current issues. alism is a favorite topic. Humanism 
mlttees and hold these positions u munlty Is carried out to Its fullest. All exams are on the honor sys- becomes the moral norm: do not 
a result of' student and faculty Every student must live on cam- tern, being written in the rooms offond another. 
balloting. The buqet committee Is pus. The honor system Is In full of the student. One professor is "How about it, Father?" 1 
WASHINGTON-After accept-
ing jobs. g r a d u a t i n g students 
should not continue interviewing. 
College placement officers should 
not restrict the number of inter-
views a student has. 
an Important body in any business. effect. Doors are not locked; quoted as having said that to his keel A 
At Antioch there are three mem- change for cigarettes, candy, gum knowledge "only four students in as · " re these students happy?" 
hers on this committee, one a ·stu- Is made by the student himself. eight years have violated the honor "Well, yes; I think they're happy 
dent. Prospective faculty members The library charging system Is code in. examinations." but they are looking for a souree 
Mutual Obligations 
These are two suggestions among 
many in the first revisions of "The 
Principles and Practices of College 
Recruiting," a six-page leaflet pub-
lished by the College Placement 
Council, Inc., Bethlehem; Pa., and 
the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States, Washington. The. 
leaflet lists mutual obligations of 
students, employers, and placement 
officers. The Council and the Na-
tional Chamber are sending the 
leaflet to 1,500 college placement 
officers and 3,000 top business, 
college, and government execu-
tives. 
will. be Interviewed by both fac- handled by the student ~mself,. Philosophically, three problems of stability and security which, 
ulty members and by students. The checking out and returning hlS own kept recurring, said Fr. Tillman. well ... " He leaned back in his 
latter will also discuss the teachen' books. Book losses are at a min· The principle of causality under the chair and smiled wryly. "This trip 
qualifications and IWJ salary. lmum, the only difficulty being a onslaughts of David Hume, the was wonderful. It taught me a lot 
slow tum over, Fr. Tillman pointed point of good and evil. So he asked and it brought them into contact 
out. Some students are not prompt existence of God, and the fact of with a priest." 
Business Boom 
With business· booming again, 
_the Council and Chamber expect a 
boom in the number of interview-
ers arriving on college campuses 
in the next few months to talk 
with the hundreds of thousands of 
senlon and graduate students in 
the clam of 1960. The Ceuncll and 
Chamber expect that, as during the 
hectic 1957 recruiting season, the 
shortage of top. quallty science 
graduates will continue. 
The two organizations empha- · 
size that departure from common-
ly accepted practices were few in 
1957. They believe that a trend 
toward serious infractions was 
averted by the suggestions in the 
first joint statement. However, 
they point out that in 1958 and in 
1959 the business recession caused 
a slackening in recruiting competi-
tion. The leaflet states that: "It is 
in the best interests of students, · 
colleges, and employers alike that 
the selection of careers be made 
in an objective atmosphere with 
complete understanding of all 
The school operates on a co-op 
program. Each students will leave 
the campus for a quarter of the 
year to work in the area of his 
major interest. Co-oping can take 
him to various parts of the·world-
France, ·Germany, South America 
or some state in the Union. A few 
co-op on Campus. As a result of 
the co-op system, there are on 
campus at one time only . about 
seven hundred students. 
"Are there any beatniks on cam-
pus, Father?" He smiled and said 
that "there are many who dress 
like beatniks but it seems to me 
that is as far as it goes. I think I 
can say that I met only one. A lot 
of poetry is 5ead on campus. Stu-
dents were reading John Dryden, 
and he is hardly a beatnik's poet." 
Rev. Stanley Tillman, S . .J. 
facts." 
·Expense Account Father returned to his topic. The 
s 'fi t 1 bl"g f f full degree program takes five 
. peci c, mu ua 0 1 a ions ~ years and presently it has one of 
college stu.dents.. placement . offi- . the highest ratings in the country 
cers, and m~erv1ewers are hsted. for receiving graduate scholarships. 
For example. The University of Chicago's Busi-
"When a student Is invited to ness School has a standing scholar-
visit an employer's premises at the ship for an Antioch 'graduate. Fr. 
employer's expense, he should in· Tillman reports that the poorest 
elude on his expense report only Antioch business graduate will 
those costs which pertain to the ach'ieve in the upper tenth percen-
trlp. U he visits several employers tile at Chicago University. But 
on the same trip, costs should be business is a minor field at Yel-
prorated among them. • • • • lowsprings. Interest runs high in 
"The (college) :t>lacement Offi· the humanities, English literature, 
cer and faculty · members should modern languages, the sciences, 
counsel students but should not and psychology. The Fels Institute 
unduly influence them in the selec- in 1Psychological research is located 
tion of jobs. • • • right on campus, as is also the 
"Employers should not raise Institute devoted to the study of 
(salary) offers already made, ex- the "principle of life." 
cept when sach action can be ·Unlike a number of sehools in 
clearly justified. as Sound Industrial the countryt philosophy Is a re-
relatlons practices: such as, when quired subject. The courses are 
an increase in hiring rate Is' re- offered by the Department of Phi· 
quired on an over-all basis to re- losophy and Rellclon. One of these 
I nect salary adjustments in the offerings Is quite popular, "Our 
employln&" or1anlzatlon." Present Day - Religion" coune, 
College Placement Council which Fr. Tillman said he presided 
The College Placement--Council over on two eonsecutlve days. It 
serves the eight Regional Place- was at these sessions that many 
ment Associations of the United of the basic interests and concerns 
States and Canada. Business, in· of the students were evidenced. 
dustry, and government personnel Here the questions arose wblcb 
officers and college placement di- became a pattem throughout the 
rectors are members. The Chamber four days Fr. Tillman spent on 
is composed of 3,450 business, campus: The ~xlstence of God, sal· 
trade, and professional organiza- vatlon outside the Chureh, objec-
tions which have a membership of tlve good and evll, the poadbWty 
2,'150,000 business men. of getting truth'f 
You can get copies of this leaflet Antioch is known as the Hu-
by writing The College Placement manist center of America and this 
Council, Inc., 35 E. Elizabeth Av· certainly reflected in the standards 
enue Bethlehem, Pa., or the of morality accepted and held by 
C~ber of Commerce of the the students. For example, Father 
United States, 1615 H Street, decided to Clraw them out on the 
N.W. Washington 6, D.C. Enclose theme if killing was evil. Not nee· 
ten ;ents for each copy. Mast col- essarily if there is a just reason; 
lqe placement offices also have sometimes barbaric tribes in Africa 
copies. . , · kill. How about adultery? No. 
In returning books. truth. This last doubt, thought Fr. ,~-----------.. 
All shelves in the Olive Ketter- Tillman, was at the basis of many 81amr1"11'1 fLarmlCJ 
ing Memorial Library are open to of their difficulties. "Truth seems n 
the students. The library's current to .them to be purely relative. It The Druo Store CZosea& To 
periodicals, upward of two bun- all depends upon the viewpo1"nt Xavier Univerai&t1 MEirose 1-1111 
dred and fifty, are arranged on you take." With that as a supposi-
display shelves along with the tion, -Fr. Tillman said it is not 38ll MontgomerJ Road 
Dr. John~on turns another elegant phrase: 
Sir, if it hasn't got' it there, 
it hasn't got it!. 
Old Dr. Sam has done it again-brought 
his dictionary up to date iu terms of 
modern Winston usage. 
Winston (win'ston), n. A cigarette with 
Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man 
on the other, 
Taite (tnst), n. What decorators argue 
about and Winston smokers enjoy. 
Filter0 Blend (fil'ter-bl<:!nd), n. A happy 
marriage of art and science. Light, mild, 
flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected, 
then 011Cient~fically processed for filter 1mokmg, 
Slogan (slo'g~n), n. (e.g., Winston 
tastes good like a cig1uette should). A 
statement of disputed grammar but un• 
questioned fact. 
Front (fritnt), n. (t1sed in conjt1nctiop 
with the preposiJion 1'up"), The section 
of a filter cigarette wtiere if it hasn'i 
got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section 
that counts, the sectiol) where exclusive 
Filter-Blend is to be found, 
801well (b<$i'w~l), Nickname fQr • 
gQy who is 11lwayii hanslng i.roqnd •o 
cadge Winstons from you, 
"There i• nothing which hf? yet been contrlped b)' mall 
61 which 10 m11ch happ,ine•• i• produced , , , '' 
Do1well'1 Life of· Dr. Jobn10n, Vol, I, 1'01• AO 
•·'· HYNOLDI TOIACCO CO .. WllllTOll•IALlllolloC• 
( 
"• 
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Ron Nicolai (F) Jim Haffner (F) Capt. DUCQ Clltelle (0) Bill Kirvin (G) Jack Thobe (Cl) 
'New Look' Cagers Battle Bellarmine 
by Hap O'Daniel year old) Louisville school. land Pipers (-with former X hoop-
M k• M M • 92 40 Xavier coach Jim McCafferty "It's a tremendous opportunity ster Corny Freeman) last Saturday US leS QSSQCre Q.rlQn - may find his title as "tallest bas- for me,"1 stated Groza in a tele· night, and fought all the way be-
Xavier scored one of its most impressive opening wins 
ever when it rolled over a determined but outmanned Marian 
club 92-40 Wednesday night af Schmidt Fieldhouse. Jack 
Thobe scored 17, Ricky Jannott 12, and Frank Pinchback 
and slick-passing Ducky Castelle 10 each. In the preliminary, 
the frosh beat Cincinnati G. & E. 93-57, led by :Ben Mon-
hollen's 23. 
News Sports Editor 
TO ERR IS HUMAN-
Generally i have no qualms about admitting I'm a Cin-
cinnatian. ~or the most part I'm proud of the city and its 
people. But when it comes to disclosing that I'm a Cincinnati 
sports fan, I'll gladly· defer, thank you. 
The Cincinnati fan has an unholy reputation not without 
basis. He ranks close to the worst, competing in the eyes of 
many an athlete with the Philadelphia breed of fan who is 
reputed to be more calloused, loud-mouthed and unthinking. 
My introduction to the Queen City sports adherent should 
have tipped me off. I must have flunked Fan Conduct I when 
as a wide-eyed adolescent · 1 failed to imitate gravel-voiced 
b:wns at Crosley Field shelling profanity on a Redleg ball· 
player. . 
Admittedly I don't ever recall Herm Wehmier pitching 
a decent game-I take that back for I saw him throw one 
good one against the Cards-but I could never conclude like 
so many others that Herm's hapless pitching was due to 
dubious percentage. ' 
Kids are naive, I guess, .besides being impressionable. The 
ceaseless public censure of an athlete, rendered frequently 
in earshot of youths like myself, had no place. It had no place 
even if youths wer.en't present. , 
That was my introduction to the Cincinnati fan. In time 
I learned that his faults included non-support of losers, indif· 
ference toward football,· and participation· in a garden pastime. 
The gardening is really the care and culture of trees. You 
decorate the trees by suspending from the boughs stuffed 
facsimiles of coaches. 
* * * The approaching basketball season could be a busy one 
for the Cincinnati fan. He could start things off Sunday night 
in a ·big way when Bellarmine College invades the Fieldhouse. 
For the price of one ducat the wolves will have a lamb 
saunter into their midst. The lamb's name is Alex Groza, the 
Bellarmine coach, and he presents the wolves a veritable 
feast. · 
Alex Graza, an All-Amer\can basketballer at Kentucky 
nearly a decade ago, was later found guilty of fixing the 
point spread in basketball games ·by shaving points, and, 
along with several teammates who were equally guilty, was, 
in effect, ostracized from the sport. The University of Ken· 
tucky, for its blemish on the lily-white cloak of intercollegiate 
athletics, was suspended for one year by the N.C.A.A. 
ketball coach in the country" seri- . phone interview last Friday. "With fore bowing 79-71. 
ously challenged Sunday night a young school and a growing atb· The Knights, expeeted to be a 
when Alex Groza brings his Bel- letic program, the opportunities are strong contender ·In the Kentucky 
larmine Knigtlts · into Schmidt unlimited. The spirit, which was Intercollegiate A.Cl., took on de-
Fieldhouse for an 8:30 contest. really low towards the end of last fending K.l.A.C:. champion Plke-
1McCafferty, who stands between season, has picked up greatly. We ville College Tuesday night. They 
6-7 and 6-8, will match wits with expect to give Xavier a real play tonight at Capital U. In 
Groza, who exceeds the 6-7 mark. battle." ' Louisville. -
Groza, a three-time All~America Bellarmine will have three Bellarmine started off like a 
center as a member of Kentucky's games under its belt when it house afire last season, but seven 
"Fabulous Five" from 1948 through tackles Xavier, and none of them of its 15 players were floored by 
1951, is undertaking his first head are breathers. The Knights opened grades at mid-year. The Knights 
coaching job at the young (!line against A.A.U. powerhouse Cleve- raided the intramural ranks and 
finished with a 6-18 mark under 
Size, 
Strong 
S. ·peed Sp1· r1·t - Defe" ns·e Gene Kenny, who died last sum-
' I mer from injuries suffered in an 
0 auto accident. ·, Points . f XU Qu.intet Moving into such a thankleim job, Groza has caused school spirit 
cause of the Musketeers' downfall to improve to the extent that up-
last season. wards of 200 students are expected 
Size, speed, and spirit-that's 
the picture of the 1959-60 Xavier 
University cagers, •according to 
Coach Jim Mccafferty. 
Another "S"-shooting-could be 
jnserted, but the Musketeers are 
stocked with sophomores, and Mc-
cafferty would like to see them 
operate in a few games before 
making a definite declaration re-
·:~· ·;' ,.?} 
Coach Jim ~cC:afferty 
garding his charges' shooting skill. 
Speed and spirit are two factors 
upon which McCafferty ls counting 
to make up for the Musketeers' 
lack of experience. A lack of 
speed, especially among the big 
men, which enabled opponents to 
run almost at will, was the main 
Defense, with a capital "D'', is tO migrate here for Sunday's con-
the thing that McCafferty believes test. 
will hold the key to Xavier's ulti- Leading the Knights will be 8-7, 
mate success or failure- this season. 240-pound senior center Rudy 
He's been emphasizing defense as Montgomery, who averaged 25.7 
much as possible in pre-season per game before becoming In· 
practice, and the results so far are eligible last year. A rugged re-
encouraging. bounder, Montgomery is regarded 
, ANALYSIS OF TEAM as the outstanding small-college 
SIZE-suffice it to say that the 
team averages 6-5 overall. Depend-
ing upon whether Haffner starts 
at forward or guard, the front line 
averages between 6-5 and 6-8. 
SPEED-led by Haffner, the 
team's fastest man, the Muskies 
can run with anyone. The guards 
are all speedy; Thobe, Nicolai and 
Pinchback move best amoni the 
big men. '· 
DEFENSE-improved speed, 
better individual ability, and team 
coordination shoild help· the Mus-
kies improve tremendously in this 
department-especially in the mat-
ter of stopping fast-breaking oppo-
! nents. 
REBOUNDING-a sore spot last 
season, rebounding should pick up 
with Nicolai, Piontek, Pinchback 
and Thobe showing the way. Phil· 
lips has also improved greatly In 
this department. 
SHOOTING-will have to wait 
and see how the sophomores do 
under game conditions. Returning 
lettermen are all proven marks-
( Continued on Page 5, Column 4) 
center in Kentucky. 
Two other formidable marksmen 
for the Knights are guards Joe 
Reibel and Jack McLemore, both 
six-footers who hit for better than 
16 points per game last season. 
Speedy 1"arry Duddy (5-11) pro-
vides relief for either starter. 
Opening at forwards wlll be 
freshman Bob Reedy and junior 
Dennis Esterle, both 6-3. Reedy Is 
a top-IDght marksman whom Gro-
za regards as an "outstandin1 ·pros-
pect." 
Groza · ran · down his team's 
strong and weak points thusly: 
Size-no better than average; 
Speed-not exceptionally I a st ; 
Shooting-excellent; Reboundinr-
good if forwards· come · throuih; 
Depth and . experienc~bl11est 
problems. 
Graza will have his charges 
running in the "controlled fast 
break" style of play, which he 
learned under AdolPh Rupp at 
Kentucky. He has the good·guards 
and the overall shooting strength 
to make it work. 
VARSITY BASKETBALL ROSTER FRESHMAN BASKETBALL ROSTER 
Name - Yr. et. Wt. Hometown 
FORWARDS 
6-1 215 
6-4 110 
6-4 180 
6-8 225 
Name 
McMahon 
Monhollen 
Sullivan 
Ht. Wt. Hometown 
FORWARDS 
6-4 190 Waterloo, la. 
6-5 180 Louisville, Ky. 
8-3 190 Ludlow, Ky. 
. Groza recently was reinstated as a man who had shown 
true sorrow for his sin when ·the administration of Bellarmine 
College recognized his profound knowledge of ·basketball and 
hired him as coach. 
Nicolai, Jr. 
Tepe, Jr. 
Middendorf, Sr. 
Piontek, Sr. 
· Pinchback, so. 6-5 185 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati. 
Cincinnati 
Bethel, Pa. 
Albany, N.Y; 
Lawton, Okla. 
Free~rt, N.Y. 
Crummey 
Daumeyer 
Potts 
8-4 180 Cincinnati 
The school's decision in the Groza matter ranks with the 
finest in the annals of sport. A man who sinned once and is 
sorry should not be condemned for life. , 
But my basic point is this: it behooves Cincinnati fandom 
to accept Groza with the same open-mindedness that Bellar-
mine and the sports fans of Louisville have. ·· 
If one of those gravel-voiced bums that frequent·Crosley 
Field shouts reminders Sunday night to Graza about the 
scandal, the entire Bellarmine team should walk off the floor. 
There's simply no reason why sportsmanship should he 
demanded of the player and not the fan. 
Hannigan, So.· 
Scbmellnr, so. 
PbllUps~ . Jr. ,,. 
Thobe, So. 
Antll, So. 
Castelle, Sr. 
lannott, Sr. · 
Gundrum, Sr. 
Baitner, Jr. 
Kirvin, So.· 
Enrllbt, So. 
8•8 200 
8-10 235 
CENTERS 
8-9 200 
6-8 215 
8-9 200 
GUARDS 
5-11 180 
8-0 115 
5.9 145 
6-2 185 
8-1 185 
5-11 160 
Detroit, Mich. 
Ludlow, Ky. 
Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Detroit, . Mich. 
Renuelear, N.Y. 
Colerain, o. 
Ft. Wayne, · 1nc1. 
Seheneetady, N.Y •. 
CIDebulaU 
nonensteln 
A~ult 
McDermott· 
llolbelns 
Obertlnr 
Snyder 
Peyor 
Mltehell 
8-3 175 C:lnclnnaU 
8-0 185 Norwalk, O. 
CENTERS 
8-9 210 ' ElsJn, DI. 
6·4 170 Detroit, Mleb. 
GUARDS 
8-3 1'90~ 
8-1 110 
6-1 175 
8-Z 175 
5.9 lGo 
8-0 185 
1Scheneetady, N.Y. 
Muncie, Ind. 
Albany, N.Y. 
Mandleld, o. 
Knoxville, Teall. 
.. wtoa, Olda. 
I 
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Ruberg -Expects Fighting 
...... by Mike Harmon the score was not the result ·of 
Frosh To Improve VARSITY JJASKETBALL ANALYSIS (Continued from Page 4) single pivot and double high post 
"We're just an average team 
and the deciding point in most of 
our games wilL be spirit and 
fight. I think we've got enough 
of it to win." So speaks· assistant 
basketball coach Don Ruberg in 
describing this year's freshman 
team. These words echo the senti-
ments of Jim Putoff, former 
Purcell High School and Xavier 
star, who will be starting his 
first year as freshman basketball 
coach. 
Bow 83-43 To Varsity 
The public got its first look 
at the frosh in .its scrimmage last 
week with the varsity. Those who 
saw the game will tell you that 
........................ 
SPORTS 
In Review 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• Catching up on the things that 
transpired while the NEWS took a 
two-week vacation-
BASKETBALL SEASON opened 
officially with the Mµsketeer Var· 
sity downing the Freshmen 83-43 
in the Musketeer Club prevue last 
Wednesday at Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
Jack Thobe dipped 20 points and 
Bill Kirvin 10 for the Varsity; 
Roger Sullivan's 13 led the Frosh. 
1959 GRAD Jim Puthoff was 
muned Assistant Freshman Coach. 
Puthoff, a 3-year letterman and a 
CinCinnati native, was a member 
of the 1958 N.I.T. champions. 
SENIOR FOOTBALLERS Tom 
McGraw and Ed Mazurek started 
for the West squad in the East-
. Puthoff 
West AU-Star game Thanksgiving· 
Day at Erie, Pa. McGraw played 
offensive ~ard and Mazurek de-
fensive tackle. The East won 17-16. 
XAVIER'S ALL - OPPONENT 
football team was made up of ends 
Dickie Mueller (Ky.) and Dave 
Canary (U.C.), tackles John De-
Marco (Dayton) and Grady Alder-
man (Detroit), guards Tony Stre-
mic (Quantico) and Steve Palen-
char (Dayton), center Joe Grecni 
(Ohio U.), quarterback Jack Lee 
(U.C.), halfbacks King Dixon. 
(Quantico) and Ed Kovac (U.C.) 
and fullback Bob Brooks (Ohio 
U.). 
END JIM MULLEN wlll cap-
tain the Musketeer footballers next 
season. He also received the Most 
Improved Player award at the 
Football Banquet November 19 at 
the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel. Quar-
terback Ron Costello was named 
Most Valuable Back and McGraw, 
a center, Most Valuaple Lineman. 
McGraw Mazurek 
Coach Ed Doherty awarded 27 var-
sity letters and frosh mentor Ed 
Biles presented 38 freshman nu-
merals. 
KENTUCKY RAN WILD 
(passed would be a better word) 
in the second half to spank the 
X-Men 41-0 in the season finale 
November 14 at Lexington, giving 
Xavier a 4-6 season mark. Costello 
managed to set two more season 
records-passing attempts and 
passing yardage-to give him six 
of the twelve records set by the 
Muskies this fall. 
THE .JUNIOR MUSKIES over· 
whelmed favored Ohio U. 40-6 
November 13 at Xavier to close 
out their season with a 3-1 mark. 
An outstanding defensive effort by 
the Muskie line stopped the Ohio · 
U. attack, while Frank Fiorino'• 
passing paved the way on otteme. 
any lack of skill on the part of 
the freshmen. In short, they were 
faced with an overwhelming dis-
advantage in. height, speed, and 
experience. 
In spite of all this, the little 
Muskies still managed to show 
streaks of basketball brilliance. 
Coach Don Ruberg 
Their low score and poor 25% 
shooting mean can ·be attributed 
to an almost impregnable varsity 
defense which stymied many 
efforts to set up offensive pat-
terns and left them with· few 
good shots at the basket. 
Late in the game, however, 
when their initial nervousness 
had worn off, the frosh showed 
an excellent ability to work the 
ball into scoring position. 
Names Probable Starters 
Ruberg named as probable 
starters forwards Ben Monhollen 
(6-5) and Mike McMahon (6-4), 
center George Hollenstein (6-9) 
and guards Leo McDermott ( 6-3) 
and Dave Hofheinz ( 6-1). Front-
line reserves will be Roger Sulli-
van (6-3), Bob Daumeyer (6-3), 
and George Potts (6-0). 
BULLETIN 
BOARD 
There will be a meeting Wed-
nesday at 3:30 p.m. in the lecture 
room of the Fieldhouse for ALL 
interested in playing on the 1960 
Xavier baseball team. 
men. (single guard) offenses, dependin1 
BALL-DANDLING- shouldn't upon the situation and the indi-
be any problem here, with Pia>'· viduals in the game at any given 
makers like Castelle, Kirvin, and time. 
Haffner to direct Ole Muskie Competition has been keen for 
offense. " starting posts, much to McCaffer-
OFFENSE- Mccafferty m a y ty's delight. He feels that his bench 
run ... when the opportunity pre- will be strong, with Piontek, Phil-
sents itself." Basically, .the Muske- lips, Pinchback, Enright, Gundrum, 
teers will operate from both the and Jannott eager to see action. 
HOMOGENIZm Miii 
(with Vitamin D) 
\ 
QUALITY v' OIEKD 
ICE CREAM 
n.., can't be beat en Healthful Food 
and Refreshinv Deuertl At yow Favorll9 
food Storel for Home Der.very call Oferry 
l-llllO. or ask your French-Bauer d.W.I 
~ ~ ~ • I .,. DA11Y ...ucll IMI 1• 
· ! .,, ______ ,,.,,,_.,,.. 
Way, Way, Below What-You Would Expect.To Pay 
ACRILAN JERSEY KNIT. SHIRTS 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
4.00 
WASH 'N' WEAR 
• in pull-over style 
• smart pocket emblem 
• sewn-in collar stays 
• machine washable 
- • no ironing, drips dry 
• no shrinkage 
• sizes: small, medium, 
large, extra large 
• colors: tan, light blue, 
grey, olive and red 
Men's Sportswear • Street Floor 
ALSO At Western Hills Plaza 
--- ----- - -- -· - -- ----WRITE MABLEY AND CAREW 
CAREW TOWER, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 
Please send me the following knit shirts at 4.00 
Style .Color Size Quantity 
~----!.,_ ____ ..,!.. ___ ........ -.!...----- ,, 
Name ------------------ I 
Address _' ____ _.; ___________ _ 
City Zone _State_ 
( l Cash ( ) Charge ( ) C.O.D. ( ) P.B.A. 1 
I. Qh~a!:!s .ele2s~ a~d}~ ~a!.e ;_al~s !a~ _D;_c._4,_]CJ29 ..J 
Christmas Store Hours: Carew Tower Store Open Every Night 'til 9 p.m. except Tuesdays and Saturdays 'til 5:30. 
Western Hills Plaza: Open Every Night 'til 9 except Saturdays 'til 5:30. 
\ 
. \ 
\ 
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• by R. DeVereaus Vanek 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:l have been asked quite a few 
times if Devereaux is really my 
middle name. It is one of several 
of my middle names. My full 
name is Charles Richard De-
vereaux Cocozza Vanek. I use 
DeVereaux because the name has 
an interesting background. When 
the Normans conquered Ireland 
they inter-married and the 
French-Norman DeVereaux be-
came Irish. The French-Norman 
translation of the name means 
pig farmer. There is some doubt 
among historians as to whether 
the first Devereaux was a pig 
farmer, or the first pig farmer 
was a Devereaux. I really couldn't 
care less. ' 
The family code of arms, the 
Devereaux family that is, has a 
.pig with an apple in his mouth 
on it and above his head are a 
crossed knife and fork. Below is 
written, "tuta vella, mar cherie· 
melba." It means to each his own. 
There have been famous as 
well as infamous DeVereauxs. · 
Walt Devereaux caused the 
potato famine in Ireland. He 
was responsible for the farmers 
planting their potatoes six feet 
deep and he was the most sui·-
prised when the crop failed. My 
grandfather still remembers the 
hanging. Jim DeVereaux invented 
the tee shirt. Bill Devereaux was 
George Washington's navigator 
when he crossed the Delaware 
and Ben Devereaux flew with 
Billy Mitchell to Cleveland. 
Some DeVereaux firsts were: 
Erk Devereaux discovered there 
are 4 seasons in the year, Mario 
Devereaux discovered two can 
live as cheaply as one, and he 
also was the first to perform a 
pre-frontal lobotomy on himself. 
There are DeVereauxs in every 
part of the world. Ghandi, Hus, 
Spenser, and as historians will 
tell you, Abe Lincoln was a 
DeVereaux. 
Philosophers know the name 
DeVereaux well. Orasis Dever-
eaux was the man responsibile 
for the use and meaning of the 
term analogy. His classic analogy 
is the one in which he compares 
.going steady and trees; both are 
for the birds. 
The DeVereaux's historically 
are the soundest people alive. 
There has never been known to 
be a DeVereaux that got· SICK. 
Club Shows· French Films 
by J. Ward Doering, 
Xavier News Associate Edit~r 
The French Club has high hopes 
for the future, and so has hit on 
four i:nteresti:ng means to raise 
funds. 
One of the most interestmg is 
the four French movies to be 
offered after Christmas. Mr. ,Jos-
eph Ebacher, moderator, says the 
movies will be acquired through 
"L' Alliance Francais," of which 
the club is a recognized chapter. 
Mr, Joseph Ebacher 
Another, and useful, project is 
. the series of dancing lessons 
offered each Sunday evening from 
7:00 to 9:00. Miss Phyllis Tolwig,_ 
former Lady of the iEvening Col-
lege, is the teacher at these inex-
pensive- lessons. The cost for each 
lesson is only one dollar. 
Unde1• an · agreement with the 
Honors Course, club members will 
sell chances on the 1960 Oldsmo-
bile to be raffled off in connection 
with· the HAB Mardi Gras cele-
bration. A percentage of all pro-
ceeds from ticket sales will be 
kept by the club. 
The fourth project is already 
completed-the Language Club's 
dance on October 30. According to 
Bill Nevel, president, the dance 
was a success, but as yet the 
French Club's share is not known. 
The reason for the delay is that 
from the total proceeds of the 
dance, a language typewriter will 
be purchased for typing in French, 
Spanish, and German. 
The next meeting of the club 
will take the form of a Christmas 
party. Present will be members of 
the French Clubs of Mount St. 
Joseph and Edgecliff. The meeting 
will take place December 16 •. 
With higher things in mind, the 
group hopes to expand. All stu-
dents· interested in French are 
urged to join, regardless of their· 
skill af the language. One of the 
projects seen as a future possibility 
is a French or Language House, 
along the general lines of the 
K. of C. and Sodality Houses. 
~ 
MILLER'S ALL. STAR 
DAIRY Ill STIR FOODS 
: "' 
The Shield of Quality 
65' EAST McMILLAN WO 1-2474 
Tliird Walsli Meet· 
Jleld By~Riflers 
by Gary Ryan 
The Third. Annual. Walsh 
Memorial Invitatfonal Rifle Match 
was held the weekend of Novem-
ber 20 and 21 in the Armory. 
The individual mat~h shooting 
occurred on Friday. First, second, 
and third place trophies were 
awarded for , the three best 
marksmen, with University of 
Kentucky men copping the first 
and third positions and a Bowling 
Green University cadet coming 
in second. 
Early Saturday morning saw 
the beginning of team competi-
tion. When the noise of firing 
had ceased late in the afternoon, 
U.K. had again set the pace, 
with the Ohio State Air F'orce 
ROTC team second, and the Uni-
versity of Dayton third. 
This match is held each year in 
honor of a benefactor of the 
school and its rifle team. Fifteen 
teams" attended, representing the 
various ROTC units of nine col-
leges from Ohio, Kentucky, and 
Michigan. This was the largest 
match' in the short history of the 
competition. The two day period 
saw over 140 men display their 
skill with the rifle. 
At the close of the match, the 
Xavier University ROTC Rifle 
Club president, Ronald LaPille, 
and the executive committee 
presented trophies to the winning 
teams. 
Bulletin 
l\lr. John E. Dunsford, Pro-
fessor of Law at St. Louis Uni-
versity Law School, will be on 
campus Thursc1ay afternoon, 
December 10, to advise those 
students interested in makinl' 
a career of law. Mr. Dunsford 
will be most · happy to · discuss 
the St. Louis University Law 
School_ and the scholanhips 
available. 
Students Question 
Panel.Of CPA's 
On Tuesday, November 24, 
thirty members ol the Xavier 
Accounting Society attended the 
annual educational dinner meet-
ing of the Ohio Society of Certi-
fied Public Accountants. The 
event took place on the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati Campus. Fol-
lowing the dinner a panel of 
Certified Public Accountants an-
swered questions raised •by stu-
dents from Xavier, Miami, and 
U.C. I 
The next meeting of the · Ac-
counting Society will be on · 
Thursday, December 10, at 7: 30 
p.m. This occasion will feature 
the second annual Haskins & 
Sells award. Members of the firm 
of Haskins & Sells will attend the 
meeting in the Cash Room fo pre;. 
sent the five-hundred dollar 
award to a senior student. The 
recipient was chosen by a com- . 
mittee headed by !Prof. George 
Selzer, Chairman of the Account-
ing Department. 
Do·~ T/Jink !Or ~rse/Fl' 
.· (TEST YOUR WITS ON THESE QUESTIONS*)· 
The statement "Experience is.the best teacher" 
is (A) the faculty's confession of failure; (B) a 
dogmatic way of saying you can learn by doing· 
(C) an exc_use for trying anything once. ' AO BO CO· 
If someone called you a 
beatnik, would you (A) 
insult him right back? (B) 
askhimifheknowswhata 
beatnikreallyis? (C) thank 
him for the compliment? 
AD BO CO 
II you saw a dinosaur 
roaming around the cam-
pus, would you say, (A) 
"Big, ain't he?" or (B) 
"Where's the movie play-
ing?" or (C) "This place 
is sure out of date!" 
AD BO CO 
Do you base your choice 
of a cigarette mostly on 
(A) what your friends say 
they like? (B) what your 
own judgment tells you is 
best? (C)whatthemakers 
say about their product? 
AO BO CO 
It's a wise smoker who depends on his 
~wn judgment, not opinions of others, in 
his choiee of cigarettes. That is why men 
and women who think for themselves 
usually smoke Viceroy. They lmow only 
Viceroy has a thinking man's filter-
the. best ~lter of its kind ever developed 
• • • the filter that changed America's 
smoking habits. And only Viceroy has a 
smoking man's taste. · 
· *If you checked (C) on three out of four of 
these questions, you're a high-test character 
-you think for yourself/ 
The Man WhoThinlcs for Himself Knows-
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER.-.. A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI 
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The Night Side of The News 
Night Side Editorials 
Military Service, Now 01· Later 
Efficient Traffic 
Depart1ne11t Good 
Aid To Econo11iv 
al High school graduates often look at the future as an 
un~~rtainty due to· their draft status. This is the problem by Elmer J, Mane 
facmg many youths today. Too many members of top man-
agement are overlooking the possi-
After high school if· a boy doesn't enlist he must look bility of reducing their company's 
forward to being draf:ted later. This poses the problem of expenses and consequently increase 
whether he should plan his future now or after he has fulfilled their profits. This reduction in ex-
his military obligation. · penses can be realized by utilizing 
Many take this attitude .... Why consider the future when an efficient Traffic Department. 
one knows he is going to be inducted into the armed forces? Either they do not have a Traffic 
Others who do plan ahead often find their ambitions inter- Department, or it is not developed 
rupted by military service. to its full potential, with few ex-
Why can't something be done to solve this perplexing ceiii~~~ been estimated that over 
problem? One solution introduced by the army is their six- one-fourth of the cost of a finished 
months plan whereby boys, 17 to 181h years-old, serve six product represents transportation 
active_ months in the service, then must serve the remaining costs. The Traffic Department's 
obligated years in the active reserve. This plan appears weak realm is transportation and trans-
due to the fact he has to serve too long as a reserve. iortation costs. 
In this time of "cold war" one has to concede there is a · The Traffic Department is the 
need for a standing army. This eliminates the question of person or persons within a com-
liquidating ithe draft altogether. But there is still an exigency pany who control the me~hods and 
for ·a better selective service program. Perhaps drafting boys cost of transportation, both freight · 
immediately ·after graduation could be the answer. This way and passenger, which is necessary 
a boy would have his army duty over at an early age. Then to the business in which the com-
his future ·could be laid out without intermittence. Besides, pany deals., 
many are in doubt as to what they want to do right after The Traffic Department handles 
high school. Some are still in doubt in their~mid-twenties. The all matters with the transportation 
army. might aid them in selecting their vocations. '· companies. 
. Since the future of all young men is a;t stake, some con- "l, By f.ederal law, transportation 
sideration should be given to this situation. ~.;\, comparnes must collect the. legal 
· · h (published) charges, but due to the Steel-Negotiate \li'. volume of shipments transportation 
r.I~ companies handle each day and the 
Will the steel workers vote to stay on the job after the .f' necessity for rapid rating by the 
80-day 'injunction period has ended? This is the question Ii carrier, errors are often made. The 
' which now arises concerning the 115-day steel strike. What traffic Department, specializing in 
might be.a more important question is: Should the workers a few commodities, is able to cor-
take a 'yes' vote in consideration of the crippling effect the rect these errors which usually are 
·steel strike has on the United States? Of course, opinions over charges. 
differ. Many say they should, due to the fact that the steel The Traffic Department, by 
strike prostrates other industries. Many of the workers dis- discussion and persuasion, in many 
agree. Who can 'say which one is right? After all, don't the cases have the carriers reduce the 
steel workers have a right to strike in order to obtain what rating or publish commodity or ex-
' they think is due them? On the other ha~d, the management ception rates. Results: lower trans-
has ·the authority ·to reject requests they think are unfair. portation costs; 
Both sides should take in -consideration the welfare of the Often a plant will close for lack 
public. After all, they, too, suffer .. from this prolonged st~le- of material o~ parts. The fU~ction 
mate. What's being done ;to settle the differences? Nothing of the Traffic Department 1s to 
at the present. Valuable time is bein,g wasted. Now is the time schedule material and parts to 
for negotiations -not at the end of the temporary injunction. arrive before this happens. In an 
Come on ·fello,;s wake up-people are going hungry! · emergency, the ll'affic Manager, 
' ' ' through his contacts in the trans-
Swifton Center 
We would· li~e to dir.ect your atten~ion 
to a new development in men's fashion. 
The Hap. This ingenious headgear com-
bines the sportiness of a cap with the 
stylishness of a hat. In corduroy $5.95. 
This Week's 'Saluted Squire' is 
Ed Adan1s, . 
Sporls Editor, Xavier News 
If your name appean above you will reeelve 
a aport ablrt wbeo you present thl• ad and 
ldenUlleatlon. 
portation company, can have the 
material or parts expedited. A 
closed or partly closed plant is a 
large expense. 
The Traffic Department deals in 
the type of container in· which the 
·outbound products are packed. The 
lowest cost container is not always 
the cheapest container in the light 
of transportation costs (rate) and 
claim experience. Both factors 
must be considered and the traf-
fic I'tlan's- advice should be sought. 
When the Traffic Department 
approves sales orders for shipment, 
it can produce a savings by using 
· stopping in transit for partial un-
loading rules. An inexperienced 
and unskilled traffic man can in-
crease transportation costs when 
he employs these same rules. 
In the last few years, progres-
sive management have established 
Traffic Departments in their com-
panies and looked to the skilled 
traffic man for guidance in trans-
portation matters. Today, the traf-
fic profession is one of the fastest 
growing area in business admin-
istration. The skilied ·traffic man 
is valuable to his company and to 
his· country's economy. As long as 
transportation is necessary, the 
Traffic Department and the traffic 
man are necessary. 
CHICO'S 
I Mlnutu l'Nm Xa'Vler 
<One Bloek 8oatb ~r Dana> 
JEllenoa 1·1111. 
High Schoolers 
Atte11d X Clinic 
More than nine hundt'.ed high 
school seniors and their parents 
crowded into the Xavier Univer-
sity Armory Sunday, November 
29 for Xavier's Annual Pre-Col-
lege Clinic. The purpose of the 
Clinic was to present the entire 
college picture to the prospective 
collegians and their parents. 
Student s11eakers and Mr. Elmer 
Fenton, President Emeritus ·of the 
X.U. Dads Club were featured. All 
of the student talks }Vere prepar~ 
and presented, unedl~ed, by the 
students themselves. 
The speakers and · the topics 
were: Tom Frank, "Co-curricular 
Activities;" Ed Sweeney, "Extra-
cun·icular Activities;" Steve Sny-
der, "The Military Program;" 
Denny Doherty, "Why I Chose A 
Liberal Arts College;" and Mr. 
Elmer Fenton, "The Cost of a Col-
lege Education." The Rev. Peter 
Bushmann, S.J., University Di-
rector of Admissions, closed the 
talks with an explanation of ad-
mission requirements. 
Various departmental booths 
lined the walls of the Armory and 
faculty members of their respective 
departments were present to an-
swer questions. 
(A uihor of" I Was rt 'l'ccn-age Dwarf", "1'/ie !if a1111 
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.) 
AMERICAN LITERATURE: 
ITS CAUSE AND CURE 
Today, as a .service to students of American literature, this 
column presents digests of two clnssic American novels: 
THE SCARLE'l' LET1'ER 
by Nathaniel "Swifty" Hawthorne 
This is a hcnrt-rending story of n. humble Now England lnss 
named Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does not have 
what to cat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave, 
bmwny girl nncl she never complains, and by and by her 
patience is rewarded: in tho summer of 1859 she wins a football 
scholnrsliip to Alnb:.una. 
I-ford-working Hcst.cr soon wins her letter and everyone says 
she is u shoo-in for :\.ll-Coi1ferencc honors, but along comes the 
"'t1r BetiYccn the States and football, alus, is dropped for the 
durut.iou. 
Poor Hcstt'l' 1~0C"' lmck to l\c\\' England. It is n. bitter cold 
winter and poor ffc·~iPl' 1 alas, docs not have any warm clothing 
except for her rout.liall 81\'Ca ter from Alabama, but that, alas, 
has a !Jig Rcar!ut ":\."on the front of it a11cl she can hurdly wear 
such a thin~ in Xcw Englund where Union sentiment runs so 
hiµ;h. 
l'oor l fester, al:ts, freezes to death. 
LITTLE WOMEN 
by l.uuis11 .1/ay "Bubbles" Alcott 
The l\fnrd1rn 11r1: n \'el'y lwppy family-and for no discernible 
rcnl:ion. Tiu.!\' :11-..• pour n,; sn:tkcs; they work from cockcrow to 
evcnsrn1~; tiir.ir ckar old father Philip is away with the Union 
armies; and t)wy can't du 1l thinij with their hair. 
8till, nothing ea11 cla111pc11 the spirits of mudcap 1\f9g, jocular 
.To, buoyant, Bct,h, a11i1n:ttcd Amy, and crazy old Marmee, as 
the merry i\forch girl;; la11ghingly call their lomble mother. 
Well sir, one Christmas the Murnh girls get an invitation to a 
ball. They nre dying to go because they ne\'er have any fun at 
all except maybe a few chuckles during th~ hog-rendering 
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that t)tey cun hardly go 
traipsiug off to. a Lull and leave poor l\formee nil ulone at 
Christmas time. The sisters swear a lot, but they finally agree 
with Beth. • 
l\farmce, howerer, will not hear of it. "Lund's sakes, little 
women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball and have some 
fun. There will lie fruit punch and Toll .House cookies and 
Early American s:inclwichcs. Best of all, there will be morris 
dancing. Oh how your father and I used to love that!" 
"I neYCI' !~new father could dance," cries Meg. 
"Oh yeah?" ~rics 11farmee. "You should have seen Philip 
mon·is." 
"Was Philip u good rnorriser?" cries Jo~ 
"The best!" c1·ies ·Marrnce. "Philip could morris in soft pack 
01• flip-top bo~ and was full of fine, fresh, nnturul mildness!" 
The girls 111·e cheered to hear this und go to the ball: Mar~~e 
stuys ·home alone, but soon gets u wonderful surprise: Ph1hp 
comes buck from the· wnr ! 
When the git'ls retum from the ball, they find Marmec nnd 
Philip morrising, nnd they cry "Huzzah!" nnd throw their poke 
bonnets in the nir, where they arc to this day. 
• • • 
Ami speaking of literat11re, in our book tile best •election of 
cigarettes on tlie market toda11 comes from Pl1ilip ltlorri• 
lnc.-Jtlarlboro filters; nerbAlpines, l1i11li liltration and llglil 
mentltol-and, of course, mild. unfiltered Pliilip Morri1. 
I 
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Recruiting Begins 
Fewer Openings Available 
by Director of the Placement Service 
Although the 1959-60 recruit4 
ing season is just ·beginning, there 
are many indications that it will 
be a cautious year. Some of the 
companies that normally recruit 
on the Xavier campus are not 
returning this year and others 
that come to the campus twice 
each year are scheduling only a 
single interview this year. 
Like the seniors of last year, 
the 1960 seniors will have to do 
a "bang-up" job of presenting 
their qualifications and showing 
and telling .the employer that 
they have something to offer. 
The men of 1960 will have to 
be more selective in setting up 
their interviews and will have 
to really prepare themselves be-
fore going to the interviews. 
Research on the companies that 
they wish to interview will be 
absolutely necessary this year, 
and all men will have to prepare 
outstanding resumes for the in-
terview. 
The demand for top academic 
men will be even greater than 
in previous years and many com-
panies will be seeking only the 
top 40% of the men from the 
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senior class. Some companies will 
be offering higher salaries for 
the better men. 
Salaries will be about the same 
as last year with the range from 
$375 to $450 per month with the 
physics, math and chemistry grads 
receiving up to $500 per month. 
The demand for college graduates 
will hold strong again In 1960. , 
Demand .for good men will be 
strong in retailing, consumer 
sales, industrial sales, insurance, 
accounting and staff training 
with a lessening demand in 
banking, personnel and employee 
relations. In the accounting field, 
the demand will be particularly 
strong for the top 35 % of the 
graduating class. The strong de-
mand for science and math grad-
uates will continue to hold; how-
ever, the Xavier placement staff 
strongly recommend that these 
men complete their master's work 
before making tthemselves avail-
able for employment. The mas-
ter's candidates represent• a crit-
ical area of manpower in the 
science and math fields and the 
thinking man will complete this 
advanced degree early in life. 
What does all of this mean to 
the Xavier senior? Simply; that 
1960 will be a year -when a well 
planned career program Is an 
essential step for each senior to 
take. All seniors will require 
ft•• • •• !' 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
1818 Montgome17 Road 
BVAN8TON 
One Block South of Dana 
A Few lllocb North 
Of Tbe Do .... 
Bachelor Semee 
Fluff Dry Bondi• 
t BOUR SERVICE 
What Makes Ibp C-Orll lbp? 
Poppins corn contains water. When the water 1eta hot enou1h. 
the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn. 
We're not pualn1 this Information alon1 u a public 
aervlce. Actuall;y we're up to the same old pme. 
You see, popcorn makes most people thlnty. ' 
Fortunately, when most people get thirsty 
they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola. 
Wouldn't rou'like some popcorn rl1ht now? 
C'mon now, wouldn't you? 
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE 
lottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by 
TUB COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY 
December Place.ment Schedule 
DATE COMPANY INTERVIEWER DEGREES DESIRED POSITION 
Wednesday 
December D 
Procter & Gamble l'llr. Schenk Accountlnr, Buslne11, Chem. Sales 
Education, Economics, Sciences 
Thursday 
December 10 
Arthur Andersen & Co. l'llr. Camm 
l'llr. l'lleyerhofl 
Acco11nt1nr Jr. Accountant 
Monday 
December H 
Monsanto Chemical Co. 111.r. Carr Chemistry, l'byalea Assist. Lab, 8apervl1Dr 
Technical AHlstant 
ATTENTION: ALL MEN IN CAl\ll'US RECltUITERS MUST REGISTER IN PLACEl'llENT OFFICE NOW. ALL RESUl\IES 
MUST DE IN ORDER BEFORE INTERVIEW DATE. 
·-------·--------------- ---
career counseling by the Place-
ment staff and will find it abso-
lutely necessary to be better pre-
pared for their interviews than in 
past years. Research into careers 
and into prospective companies 
must be started at once. Resumes 
must be prepared before taking 
any interviews, either on or off 
the campus. All seniors 'must have 
their counselling and resumes 
completed before January 15, 1960. 
So make your appointments with 
the Placement staff now for your 
• 
first interviews. 
The placement office can be of 
little help to the senior of 1960 
who has little idea of what he 
is going to do in industry, busi-
ness or profession. For this type 
of man, sympathy can be offered_ 
but little can be done at this 
late stage in his college career. 
The decision for a career must 
be the man's-based on the best 
advice and counseling that he 
can get. The recruiter of 1960 
expects Xavier men to have some 
clear idea of where he may best 
fit into industry, business or the 
profession and will have little 
sympathy with the man who has 
failed to think and act intelli-
gently in career planning. 
Your placement staff has as 
its dual objective service to the 
student body and service to the 
industrial, · business and profes-
sional community. Our job is to 
serve as a clearing house for the 
needs of graduates and business 
and government agencies alike. 
• 
DUAL FILTER D_OES IT! 
Filters as no single filter can ••• 
for mild1 full flavor! · 
Here's how the Dual Filter does it: 
- I 
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ... defl· 
nitely P.roved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth ••• 
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the 
best of the best tobaccos-the mildness and taste that pay off in pleasure I 
